Speech compression is one of the leading vicinity of digital signal processing that spotlight on dipping the bit rate of speech signals for transmission and storage devoid of considerable loss of quality. In past decades many speech coding techniques have been proposed for speech analysis. This paper attempts to assess and compare two compression techniques on speech signals. To execute this idea we have chosen two low bit rate and widely used speech analysis methods called VELP and MELP. The performances of both are evaluated by performing objective quality tests including PESQ, IS and CEP. Similar speech files are tested with both coders. The objective assessments show that at low bit rate the MELP shows better performance as compared to VELP.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of the Speech compression system (SCS) is to transform the speech signals to a more compact representation which can be transmitted across the channel with comparatively lesser storage memory. Practically it is not possible that one gets full access to entire bandwidth of the network; consequently, networks require compressing the speech signal. In general the speech compression techniques [1] , [3] , [4] are utilized in long distance communication, excellent quality storage and message encryption. For example in digital cellular system (DCS) and VoIP networks number of consumers contribute to the same bandwidth. As bandwidth is limited in networks therefore speech compression permits additional consumers to acquire access to the accessible network. Another example of SCS is the digital storage of voice. For fixed on hand memory, the speech compression makes it achievable to accumulate the message for extended time. Speech coding is fundamentally the lossy category of coding where reconstructed speech is not the precise replica of novel speech and also does not sound similar to the original speech. Numerous [6] , [11] , and hybrid coding. The speech attempts to be compressed are wideband in nature surrounds frequency range 0 to 8 KHz. The sampling frequency for these speech signals according to sampling theorem must be 16 KHz with end-to-end delay limit of 100 ms. Time delay limitations depend upon application to application. Like in telephony network only 1 msec delay is tolerable while 500 msec time delay is acceptable in video telephony. Among these limitations, One more limitation is that the overall bit rate should not go beyond the 16 kbps. With all these constraints, the specific system ought to have less than 20 MOPS. Normally the speech coders are categorized into waveform coding, parametric and hybrid coders. Waveform coders including PCM and ADPCM [12] try to maintain the novel shape of speech and works at 32 kbps and higher. In parametric coders [13] the parameters of the speech are extracted and same parameters are utilized in synthesis process. The bit rate range for parametric codes is 2 to 5 kbps. MELP and LPC are the examples of this class. While hybrid coders are the arrangement of waveform and parametric coders and bit rate range is 5 to 32 kbps. In this paper the developed speech coders (MELP and VELP) are measured for quality with objective quality measurements. The objective investigation is launched in order to assess the speech quality and minimize the human preconception. The objective quality has been achieved by figure out the PESQ, IS and Cepstral distance for the novel and reconstructed speech signals.
HUMAN SPEECH GENERATION
This section includes explanation of human anatomy of speech generation and is sketched in figure 1. .
Fig 1: Human Speech Generation
On the basis of above human speech production model following observations has been made  
MELP CODING
The figure 2 represents the speech generation model for MELP coder which principally develops on the basis of LPC model [14] . The MELP decoder employs a complicated interpolation to level out the inter-frame shift. An arbitrarily pitch jitter is produced in order to disturb value of pitch period hence produces an A-periodic train of impulse. In MELP coder the sound classification is expanded to three groups, the voiced, unvoiced and additional class of sounds the jittery voiced. The jittery voiced situation in MELP is managed by the pitch jitter parameter and a random number. The jittery voicing situation matches to condition when the excitation is A-periodic but not wholly random which is present in voicing transitions.
Fig 2: MELP model of speech generation
The excitation pulse shape in case of periodic excitation is detached from speech and detached parameters sent out decoder for synthesis purpose. The pulse shapes hold significant information about speech and are computed via Fourier magnitudes of prediction error. The computed parameters are utilized to produce the impulse response of the pulse generation filter [ Figure 2 ] which is accountable for the creation of periodic excitation. Periodic and noise excitations are filtered with the help of pulse and noise shaping filers respectively. Afterward these excitations are combined to acquire the entire mixed excitation. That's why called mixed excited LPC. The frequency responses of shaping filters are directed by the parameters called as voicing potencies that computes the voicedness. These responses of filters are changeable with the passage of time.
Pulse Shaping Filters
In MELP, every pulse shaping filter is composed of five filters recognized as synthesis filters. Among five filters every synthesis filter manages one specific band of frequencies with pass bands classified as: 
Bit Allocation
The MELP coder splits 8Kbps speech to 22.5 msec frame for analysis. Depends on nature of speech, the inter-frame redundancy can be developed to proficiently quantize parameters. The bits provision is summarized in table 1. Total 54 bits are put on the air per frame with frame length of 22.5 msec. 2.4 kbps bit rate is desired to transmit the 54 bits/frame. 
VELP CODING
The LPC on speech fames is utilized to approximate the parameters like pitch [15] , formants, intensity, loudness and spectra of speech. The theory following the LPC is to trim down the sum of squared difference between original and anticipated speech over a restricted period. This process is carried out to provide distinctive set of predictor coefficients. These predictor coefficients are approximated for each frame of 20 msec. The coefficients are symbolized as ak. An additional essential parameter is gain (G). The transfer function for filter is:
The summation is computed from k=1 to k=p. In case of LPC this is 10 means that 10 coefficients are sent for synthesis. 
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Two key practices are utilized to compute coefficients, the autocorrelation and covariance. Here the autocorrelation scheme is utilized as the roots of polynomials in denominator causes the poles to be located within unity circle which shows stable system. The Levinson-Durbin scheme is took up in order to compute the parameters for autocorrelation. The LPC analysis of frames is carried out to answer the question that specific frame is voiced or unvoiced? In favor of voiced segment, the impulse train is utilized. The precise pitch detecting algorithm is used to conclude the pitch. We deployed autocorrelation function to decide pitch of segment. In case of unvoiced segment, white noise is utilized for demonstration. Hence impulse train or white noise is used as excitation for synthesis filer. Mathematical model for speech production is given in figure 4.
Fig 4: Mathematical Modeling of Speech Generation
Generally the predictor coefficients are not quantized directly as they do not guarantee the stability. To guarantee the stability, reasonably elevated accuracy is mandatory. A minute variation in predictor coefficients is responsible for the great change in pole locations. The LD algorithm creates intermediate values. Therefore quantization of intermediate values is less challenging. The core proposal following the voice excitation is to keep away from the inaccurate discovery of pitch and exercise of impulse train for synthesis of speech. As a result, the incoming speech in frames is filtered out with predictable TF of LPC analyzer. This filtered outcome is known as residual signal. By transmitting the residual signal to receiver, we can search out better quality speech. The block diagram for VELP is given in figure 5.
Fig 5: VELP vocoder block diagram
For rebuilding of excitation merely low frequencies of residual signal are desired. We have applied the discrete cosine transform (DCT) as it focused the majority of the energy in first few coefficients. Therefore transmit the coefficients as they hold nearly all energy. The receiving side employs inverse DCT to recreate signal with the intention of excitation of voice.
Bits Allocation
The speech segment in VLPC encloses 88-bits as additional 49 bits are needed for DCT. 
WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
The assessment has been completed with help of original speech sentences spoken by different speakers against the VELP and MELP regenerated speech. In both schemes, the reconstructed speech has poor quality than original. The MELP reconstructed speech waveform is superior to VELP and are plotted in figure 6 and 7 respectively. It can be clearly observed from figures (6,7) that the reconstructed speech waveforms are close to novel in MELP as compared to VELP.
PERCEPTUAL MEASUREMENT 6.1PESQ
The aim of the PESQ [6], [7] , [8] algorithm is to measure the quality of the speech. The quality evaluation process is carried out by the comparison of the original and the degraded speech CEP distance [17] , [8] is the estimate of log-spectrum distance between original and reconstructed speech and is computed by taking the log of spectrum and retransformed to time-domain. With this process the excitation signal of speech is separated from the convolved vocal tract characteristics. CEP distance can be computed from equation:
The CEP computation for MELP coder has better performance as compared to the VELP and shown in chart 2. Smaller the distance higher will be the quality and vice versa.
Chart 2: CEP distance for coders 7.2 Itakura Saito Distance IS [18] evaluates the perceptual distance between original spectrum and an approximation of that spectrum. The estimation is based on divergence between power spectra of original and reconstructed speech. If the distance is high for a specific speech then algorithm is performing badly, but if the distance is low then the algorithm performs well for that speech. Here in MELP, the IS distance is low while VELP distance is higher means low performance. The chart 3 shows the IS computations for both coders. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Speech compression has been carried out with help of two algorithms having well different bit rates. Although the bit rate for the VELP is much higher (almost twice) than MELP still the quality of compressed speech obtained from the MELP is better than the Voice Excited LPC. When the PESQ, CEP and IS for both methods were compared, it was observed that the speech degradation is more in voice excited LPC. The mixed excited LPC performed better for both kinds of speakers, that is, male and female. The signal level is weak for voice excited LPC while strong signal level is observed for mixed excited LPC. Whenever we reconstruct the speech and its signal level is relatively weak to prearranged threshold level we can conclude that the system is performing not well for specific speech signals. In this work we tested clean speech signals and for English language only. In future we can extend this work to compute distortion introduced by the coder in noisy background and the behavior of coders towards other languages. [7] Ma, J., Hu, Y., Loizou, P.C.: Objective measures for predicting speech intelligibility in the noisy 
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